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Wings Of Summer
Serj Tankian

Guitar part 1
-------------

e|-0---------0---------0--------0---------3-----------------0--------0---|
B|-0---------0---------0--------0---------3-----------------0--------0---|
G|-0---------8---------5--------4---------4--------4--------0--------0---|
D|-9---------8---------5--------4---------5--------5--------2--------4---|
A|-7---------7---------3--------2---------5--------5--------2--------2---|
E|-0---------0---------0--------0---------3--------3--------0--------0---|
   Emsus     Emdim7    B5       Bb5        F#        Gsus7    Ebm       Ebaug
  
*ive liestened to this alot and i believe the chords above are right, or as
close 
to as i can figure. 
there are two main guitars in the whole song, the first guitar plays the chords
above.
i think the song is in the time signiture 6/8, but im not to sure.
each chord lasts for a whole bar, i havnt bothered to write out the strumming 
pattern because its pretty simple and you can always figure out your own.*

Guitar part 2
-------------

e|--------------------      e|----------------------|
B|--------------------      B|----------------------|
G|-------9----11---12-      G|-------11----11----11-|
D|--------------------  X4  D|----------------------|  X4
A|-------7----9 ---10-      A|-------10----10----10-|
E|--------------------      E|----------------------|

*the intro is played in two parts for this guitar part
But when the verse s and chorus are played, only the second half is played
throughout.*

      Emsus       Emdim7
Well, I, I, wanna fly fly
       B5              Bb5
On the wings, wings of summer
    F#                 Gsus7
But you, you put your eyes
                     Ebm            Ebaug
You put your eyes on mine

Emsus, Edim7, B5, Bb5, F#, Gsus7, Ebm, Ebaug

Emsus            Edim7



Go, perfect your fall
       B5                         Bb5
And no matter what smile for them all
      F#           Gsus7
For today, we see never
  Ebm                  Ebaug
Tomorrow s menu reads forever

Emsus      Emdim7
I, I wanna fly
       B5        Bb5
On the wings, of summer
    F#             Gsus7    Ebm      Ebaug   
But you, put your eyes, on mine

Emsus      Emdim7
I, I wanna fly
       B5        Bb5
On the wings, of summer
    F#                 Gsus7    Ebm      Ebaug   
But you, you put your eyes, on mine
Emsus                Emdim7
Don t confess to the crime
         B5             Bb5
Till you lavish in your concubine
         F#             Gsus7
When you think you got clever
        Ebm                        Ebaug
They ll wheel you in and pull the lever

    
Emsus      Emdim7
I, I wanna fly
       B5        Bb5
On the wings, of summer
    F#             Gsus7    Ebm      Ebaug   
But you, put your eyes, on mine
    Emsus           Emdim7
Now I, I m going to fry
         B5                      Bb5
 Cause I ran over the guy with a Hummer
    F#             Gsus7             Ebm         Ebaug
But you, put your eyes, eyes on the divine

Emsus      Emdim7
I, I wanna fly
       B5        Bb5
On the wings, of summer
    F#                 Gsus7                      Ebm         Ebaug   
But you, you put your eyes, you put your eyes on mine



         Emsus               Emdim7
When you think that it s all over
        B5                                Bb5
They ll clip your wings and make you roll over
   F#                  Gsus7
To perfect your great fall 
   Ebm                         Ebaug  
No matter what smile for them all
    Emsus        Emdim7
For today we see never
  B5                     Bb5
Tomorrow s menu reads forever
      F#          Gsus7
For today we see never
  Ebm                         Ebm
Tomorrow s menu reads

Enjoy (:
Check out my youtube channel aswell please: www.youtube.com/philipgreenmusic
thanks


